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Welcome to Farmington. I've tried to figure out when we began to put together golf trips on a regular basis, and I believe 10-12
years ago is a reasonably accurate guess. Before then, there would be an occasional trip to Pinehurst, Wintergreen, or Long Island.
Mike Jacobs started a trip with Dwight, Randy, and Luddy to Florida one year, then we added a 2nd foursome the next year and the

tradition continued, albeit with different faces from time to time. Several years ago, we began an annual trip to Farmington as well.
It's all about camaraderie (unless male bonding requires a magnum of wine that costs more than $1000--Mike Jacobs idea at
California Grill--Mike's suggestion was unanimously vetoed,), lots of golf (a former participant suggested we just play 18, then get
a massage each day--he now plays his 18 while traveling with Minter's group--don't know about the massage), great dinners,
wagers, and always a lot of laughter.

We took a one year hiatus from our travels and hopefully we are back in earnest and will continue these trips for years to come.
I've added a few side trips over the past 3 years as I try to make my rounds through Golf Digest's top 100 courses. Most of you
have joined me on some of those great trips as well.

We will all each be putting $100 into a betting pool. Points will be awarded as per JRCC's member-guest tournamenet. $350
first place, $275 second place, $175 third. Birdie pool ($50) is optional for those who want to participate. 60% goes to first place,
40% second place, 20% third place. I believe everyone would be willing to go into the birdie pool if we play net birdies, but the
purists among us (i.e. the low handicap guys who are most likely to win) may not want to go along with that. This would not be
without precedent as Dwight "awarded" certain golfers a 2 birdie headstart in the birdie pool a few years ago.

The weather looks great for the trip. Enjoy the weekend, "order whatever you want on the menu" (Jim Hamill--OBX golf trip,
Blue Point --Dwight's response, "Jim--isn't that what a menu is for? So we can choose what we want to eat? Why shouldn't we
order whatever we want?), stay hydrated, and play well.

Steve
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STEVEN SPELLMAN

Steve has been attempting to
improve his game for years, but
may have found golf salvation with
a rebuilt swing this spring/winter.
He was accused of "ruining our
regular golf trips" by adding a few
top 50 courses to the NN tour
(CDW-lunch at Yama CA 2009). In
Steve's defense, this author feels
that trips to places like Merion,
Oak Hill, and Congressional
simply complement our annual FL
and Farmington trips, create
lasting memories, & enhance our
friendships. His dream would be to
break 90 at Merion and to change
the definition of a "Spellmanized
putt" from a ridiculously off-line
miss to one that is a center-cup,
perfect roll.

HCP :: 10.2

STEVE LUDDY

Sometimes you meet someone in
life you want to be friends with.
That describes how we all feel
about Lud, who may be the most
laid-back member of the group.
His "no-worries" approach to the
game makes for a great
experience whether you're playing
with or against him. His love of
Bloody Marys and after-dinner
Grand Marniers is legendary
(especially the Grand Marnier
sampler at California Grill). If the
world were like Luddy, there would
be peace in the Middle East. He
might make a better ambassador
than an appraiser, especially in
this market.

HCP :: 9.2

DWIGHT WEST

Having lost the lasso-like loop at
the top of his backswing, Dwight's
game has become incredibly solid.
His swing has morphed into a
more compact aggressive motion.
He's even learning to pick up a
wedge when he is ten feet off the
green. Never one to mince words,
Dwight speaks his mind with
refreshing candor, a trait which
prevents him from joining the US
diplomatic corps. He is also a bon
vivant with a great love of travel
and good food. The only thing
missing is a platinum American
Express card with private
concierge service. His most
important trait is that he does
indeed have a heart of gold and is
a great friend to all of us, though
occasionally we may wonder when
a Dwightism is directed our way.

HCP :: 3.9

PLAYER PROFILES
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RANDY BRYANT

If Raymond is the most dapper
dresser in the group, Randy is the
classically best-dressed, and a
pretty laid back guy unless he's
playing poorly or his partner hits
his ball. He is the unofficial
sommelier and the "bearer of the
wine list" at most restaurants
("I'm not ordering Cakebread--it's
over-rated and over-priced"). His
long drives are a pleasure to
watch. Beware the dreaded 4-putt
which might follow an eagle
opportunity (Homestead, late
1990''s). Randy has a beautiful,
spacious house at the Homestead
and loves his privacy to the point
of having Luddy sleep in a closet
and Hamill/Goodson sleep on the
living room floor so he can have
the master bedroom all to himself.

HCP :: 6.3

ROYDEN GOODSON

This is Royden's inaugural boys'
trip to Farmington. He and
Martha have shared many
weekends here together, but he'll
be letting his full head of hair
down a little with the guys.
Royden is one of the more
respected members of our group.
He's the guy you would go to for
advice on a problem who would
come up with a thoughtful reply.
He is unflappable on the golf
course, with a deliberate well-
timed swing. The only person who
may have ever been disappointed
by Royden is Dale Goodman who
got nailed paying for Royden's
$30+ glass of port after losing in
Hamill's dice game on a trip to the
Homestead. Dale has never been
seen again on another golf trip.

HCP :: 10.4

RAY SUTTLE

Ray is the dapper dresser in the
group. His wardrobe is unique
(especially the European PGA
outfits), and his closet and
drawers are full of unopened
shirts, vests, and sweaters from
our nation's top golf clubs. I hope
he doesn’t have a moth problem,
or thousands of dollars worth of
virgin clothing will be destroyed.
Ray always has a positive manner,
which makes him a great partner
in a match. He may be the
steadiest golfer in the group. He
and his cousin are among the
most well-travelled golfers in the
group, with lots of top 100 courses
under their belts. He knows to
limit his intake of vodka gimlets
on this trip (or if not, at least to
pack some extra clothing).

HCP :: 7.7
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JOE ZIGLAR

JayZee is everyone's friend and an
all-around great guy. He has an
easygoing manner and a
seemingly constant smile which
puts people at ease. Now, about
his golf game--on Joe's last golf
trip with Dwight (more than 10
years ago!), Dwight became
exasperated with Joe's play and
uttered "why do you even
bother?". The great thing about
Joe's golf game is that he can par
a bunch of holes back-to-back, so
he is a great partner to have in a
match. Joe--we're all glad you
came back after such a long
hiatus.

HCP :: 18.0

JAMES HAMILL

Jim is known for his great sense of
humor and upbeat personality. He
puts a positive spin on everything,
and I am only aware of one person
he despises in the entire world.
He is a great storyteller, and
entertains all of us with anecdotes
over "cocktails" and dinner. Most
importantly, he has helped us, at
one time or another, defray the
cost of drinks or expensive bottles
of Cakebread with his ever-present
dice. Though he may not be the
longest driver in the group, he'll
sneak in a low 80's score and beat
you after you've been out-driving
him. He'll almost always put his 5
foot putts into center of the cup.
His most important contribution
to golf is the verb "hamillize." No
need for an explanation.

HCP :: 14.8
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The History Of Farmington Country Club

The estate of Farmington was patented in 1744, and was first built upon at some period prior to 1780. At the
time of the American Revolution, the Commonwealth of Virginia confiscated the property from owner Francis
Jerdone, who was a Tory, because of his political principles. Mr. Jerdone was able to regain the estate and then
sold it to George Divers in 1785. Legend has it that Mr. Divers, who was in Philadelphia at the time of the sale,
rode two horses to death in his dash south to claim the estate.

It was under Mr. Diver’s ownership that in 1803, Thomas Jefferson drew plans for an addition to the house, an
octagonal addition with two rooms. A subsequent owner, General Bernard Peyton, divided the Jefferson Room
into two stories and four rooms.

In the spring of 1927, an idea was conceived by local businessmen to develop a country club and residential
community of a quality that would do justice to the historic atmosphere of Albemarle County.

Farmington, an estate of nearly a thousand acres, was ideally suited for this purpose. Its handsome plantation
house, recognized as a striking example of colonial architecture, the beautifully planted grounds and views of
the Blue Ridge Mountains provided an unexcelled background for a country club in Charlottesville, Virginia.

On June 1, 1927, the Warner Wood Estate granted an option for the property known as Farmington, and on
August 27, the State Corporation Commission issued a Certificate of Incorporation.

The first organizational meeting of the original sixteen subscribers was held September 3, 1927, and the
following officers were elected: President, John S. Graves; Vice President, H.A. George; Secretary, Donald G.
Stevens; and Treasurer, R.T. Minor, Jr. At the first Annual Meeting on January 11, 1928, Dr. Stephen H. Watts was
elected President, John S. Graves and H.A. George, Vice Presidents.

By this time, work on the roadways, bridle paths and a steeplechase course were well under way, and
renowned golf course architect Fred Findlay had begun work on the design and preparation of the course.
Throughout 1928, workmen enhanced the landscape of the entire property, adapting the beautiful plantation
for the purposes of a modern country club with outdoor facilities. The plantation renovations begun in 1927
were completed in May of 1929, and the Club and grounds were formally opened on May 15, 1929, at which
time Farmington Country Club became a reality.
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Restoration of the old house began in the spring of 1929. Fortunately, the University of Virginia possessed Mr.
Jefferson’s original plans for the octagonal room, making it possible to restore the interior, which had suffered
considerable alteration. Partition walls that had divided Mr. Jefferson’s principal room into four were removed,
and the house now reflects the vision of its great builder. Since that time it has been known as the Jefferson
Room. In 1976, the Jefferson Room was completely refurbished to portray the perceived intentions and vision of
Mr. Jefferson. This work was performed under the direction of Dr. Frederick D. Nichols, Professor of Jeffersonian
Architecture at the University of Virginia.

Farmington gained notoriety in the late 1960s and early 1970s for its whites-only membership policy. The Club
has always admitted new members by invitation only. University of Virginia President Edgar F. Shannon, Jr.
resigned from the club in the late 1960s. In response the University banned the use of University funds for
entertaining in segregated facilities for a period of time. In 1976, University of Virginia President Frank
Hereford's membership resulted in controversy at the University and one faculty resignation. The incident
became the catalyst for social change at the University including the establishment of an Office of Minority
Affairs. Since the members purchased the Club in 1979, Farmington has adopted a firm non-discrimination
policy and has consistently sought diversity in its ranks.
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TOURNAMENTS
FOURBALL MATCHES

Rounds: Thu (01:30 PM), Fri (08:00 AM), Fri (01:30 PM), and Sat (07:40 AM)

Format: Match, Pair v. Pair

Handicap: USGA Net (off lowest)

Payout for each round: Pro-rata to Holes won/tied: 36 points

Payout over all rounds: Pro-rata to Matches won/tied: 8 points

Format: Two-man teams playing off low
handicap in each foursome. 1 point for winning a
hole, 1/2 point for halving a hole, and 1 point for
winning the match. Teammates share points
equally. Cumulative individual points over 4
matches determines winners.

Entry Fee: $100

Payouts: First Place - $350, Second Place -
$275, Third Place - $175

BIRDIE POOL
Rounds: Thu (01:30 PM), Fri (08:00 AM), Fri (01:30 PM), and Sat (07:40 AM)

Format: Birdies, Group (player) v. Group, Own Ball

Handicap: USGA Net

Birdie pool ($50) is optional for those who want to
participate. 60% goes to first place, 40% second
place, 20% third place.
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PURSE SUMMARY
TOURNAMENT ROUNDS PAYOUT FOR

EACH ROUND
PAYOUT OVER
ALL ROUNDS TOTAL PURSE

Fourball Matches Thu (01:30 PM), Fri (08:00 AM), Fri (01:30 PM), and Sat (07:40
AM) 36 8 152

Birdie Pool Thu (01:30 PM), Fri (08:00 AM), Fri (01:30 PM), and Sat (07:40
AM) 0 0 0

36 8 152
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THURSDAY PM Farmington Country Club - South/North

01:30PM J. Ziglar (21) D. West (5) J. Hamill (17) R. Goodson (12)

01:40PM S. Spellman (12) R. Suttle (9) S. Luddy (11) R. Bryant (7)

FRIDAY AM Farmington Country Club - South/North

08:00AM D. West (5) S. Spellman (12) R. Bryant (7) R. Goodson (12)

08:10AM S. Luddy (11) J. Ziglar (21) R. Suttle (9) J. Hamill (17)

FRIDAY PM Farmington Country Club - South/North

01:30PM S. Luddy (11) S. Spellman (12) J. Ziglar (21) R. Goodson (12)

01:40PM D. West (5) J. Hamill (17) R. Bryant (7) R. Suttle (9)

SATURDAY AM Farmington Country Club - South/North

07:40AM J. Hamill (17) S. Spellman (12) R. Bryant (7) J. Ziglar (21)

07:50AM R. Goodson (12) S. Luddy (11) R. Suttle (9) D. West (5)

TEE SHEET
Blue Tee

Blue Tee

Blue Tee

Blue Tee
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THURSDAY PM Farmington Country Club - South/North

SCORECARDS
Blue Tee

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 Out 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 In Total
Blue 364 181 414 349 421 143 502 429 378 3181 209 417 369 296 454 362 542 165 382 3196 6377
Par 4 3 4 4 4 3 5 4 4 35 3 4 4 4 4 4 5 3 4 35 70
Handicap 15 13 3 9 1 17 7 5 11 12 2 10 14 4 16 6 18 8 Hdcp Shots

Date: ___________________ Marker: ____________________________ Competitor: ____________________________
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FROM STEVE SUTTLE IN RESPONSE TO AN UNDENDING STRING OF EMAILS BETWEEN MANY OF US:
Gentlemen, Since I was the one to create this email that never seemed to stop. I would like to state my final
case!!!

1. Spellman is not obsessed with Merion or Shoemaker. He just likes golf adventures that take place above the
Mason Dixon line.

2. The emails we have recieved have been very entertaining. We have read and enjoyed all of them!!!!
3. We should all agree that how ever you pronounce that island at the tip of New York,it is one of the top places
in the world to play golf. The views are breath taking!!!

4. All of you probably think that I cannot deal with a blue blood lady from the North are wrong. As a reminder I
was engaged to a northerner from the wealthy town of Summitt New Jersey. Her parents were members of
Baltusrol. By the way her father was the VP of Merril Lynch!!!

5.Spellman, There is no way I want to play the Philly Cricket Club !!!!

6. How did BO's name get involved!!!

7.We must all think of the memories of our trips,the VW Bug,Raiding the bar at Bartusrol,being throw out of
Seminole,playing bushwood,Dwight, you would of never found RTJ,Hamills dice,always being late for the
plane,the god awful fight from Oak Hill, I have to pee like a race horse,the ride with the Italian stallion from
Merion. the shirts we purchased, the good friend we have made, and many more memories!!!!

8. Shoemaker's honor would of been defended by a simple "I'm sorry" walking done the first fairway. But what
done she know being born in the north!!!

9.Please remember that none of these great trips would of been possible without Dr. Spellman.

10. I toast my glass of wine to many more!!!!!
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Al fresco dining for breakfast/lunch

Raymond's place to update his wardrobe Grill room for breakfast/lunch

19th hole--dice are optional
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4th hole. dog leg left--watch out for the creek on the left side and the thick side-hill Bermuda rough on the right

Jefferson designed room at Farmington Country Club
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Spellman with great extension blasting another drive

At Oakmont-Steve Suttle learns what priceline.com will give you when you bid low We all barely fit into the VW along with our clubs

Suttle & Jacobs at Oak Hill. We'll miss you this weekend
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Dwight & Bernie dining at Le Bernadin-NYC in the good old days

Grand Marnier anyone?

It's really hard to pee on Steve's plane. Next time I'll just do it like Raymond
did at Farmington. So much easier that way. No gymnastics, saves a lot of
energy.
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Sweet swinging Alison--the lady Steve Suttle caddied for at Merion

Steve Suttle after caddying at his favorite course. Check out that smirk.
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Suttle after raiding the pro shop at Spellman's favorite course

Another oldie. Still have that hat? Nice socks Steve.

The original group at Grand Cypress
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"Get a rub and a tug and play 36/day with us," Luddy to McCarthy

Jim's dice--who will pay for drinks tonight?

Randy may be right--no reason to break the bank on wine

Hmmm. ...these side bets with Randy are difficult to figure out
even for a math major* like myself. *Business Math
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I like McCarthy's idea of a golf trip. 18 holes, then lie down with 3 pillows strategically placed. I'll be wide awake for dinner tonight.

I'm exhausted. How is Jacobs still so alert? The waiter was so nice to
clean up my glass after I broke it during a toast

I hope Randy doesn't snore tonight. That fatigued look on his face
is usually a prelude to some serious nocturnal noises
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Randy JRCC member-guest 2006

Jim JRCC member-guest 2004 Luddy JRCC member-guest 2006

Randy-"Glad I don't have to hit out of this crap at Farmington"
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Dwight & Luddy JRCC member-guest 2004The greatest place on earth to play golf--according to Chapstick

Newport Country Club--only 2 foursomes all day, quietest course in America.
Dwight asked our caddie if he lived in a trailer park!
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Swinging bridge at Bel Air (actually rocks as you walk across the 10th hole)

At LA CC, home of the best Bloody Mary Luddy's ever had--
made by the locker room attendant. Just like Jerry would have done.

1st tee at Riviera

LA Golf Trip-Luddy, Spellman, Suttle
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Pete the pro at Riviera--shot a 93 while playing with us
(even hit Spellman's ball out of a greenside bunker)

Spellman, Luddy, Suttle at Bel Air

18th hole clubhouse view at Riviera

At LA CC. Proud member of the Golferlopers
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Baltusrol (or as S. Suttle would say, "Springfield Country Club")

Florida with Kent Whitaker joining us Dwight and Steve pre weight loss bet at Congressional
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Next Year's Trip

Harrington teeing off
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